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ABSTRACT 
We consider the matrix equation X = Q + NX-‘N*. Its Hermitian solutions 
are parametrized in terms of the generalized Lagrangian eigenspaces of a certain 
matrix pencil. We show that the equation admits both a largest and a smallest 
solution. The largest Solution corresponds to the unique positive definite solution. 
The smallest Solution is the unique negative definite Solution if and only if N is 
nonsingular. If N is Singular, no negative definite Solution exists. An interesting 
relation between the given equation and a Standard algebraic Riccati equation of 
Kalman filtering theory is also obtained. Finally, we present an algorithm which 
converges to the positive definite Solution for a wide range of initial conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The matrix equation X = Q - NX-lN’ has been studied in several 
recent Papers [2, 4, 5, 81. We consider here the similar equation 
X = Q + NX-lN*, (1.1) 
which arises in the analysis of stationary Gaussian reciprocal processes over 
a finite interval (see [9] f or a discussion of reciprocal processes and their 
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properties). In (l.l), Q E C”‘” is a Hermitian positive definite matrix, 
N E C”X” is an arbitrary Square matrix, and N* denotes the conjugate 
transpose of N. In this Paper, we characterize the set of Hermitian solutions 
of (1.1) in terms of the spectral factors of the matrix Laurent polynomial 
N(z) = Q + Nz - N*z-‘. These factors are then related to the generalized 
Lagrangian eigenspaces of the matrix pencil 
sE-tA%[; :]-t[_;* ;]. (1.2) 
We are particularly interested in the positive definite solutions of (1.1). It is 
shown that there exists a unique positive definite solution, which coincides 
with the unique positive Solution of a related algebraic Riccati equation 
(ARE) of the type arising in Kalman filtering theory. We also present an 
iterative algorithm that converges to the positive definite solution. 
The Paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the one-to-one cor- 
respondence existing between the Hermitian solutions of (1.1)) the spectral 
factors of N(z), and the Lagrangian eigenspaces of SE -tA. Section 3 Shows 
that the equation (1.1) tan always be reduced to a case where Q = I and 
N is nonsingular. This reduction enables us in Section 4 to relate (1.1) to 
an algebraic Riccati equation of the type arising in Kalman filtering theory. 
This relation is used to prove that the equation (1.1) admits both a largest 
and a smallest Solution, and the largest Solution corresponds to the unique 
positive definite solution. Finally, Section 5 presents an iterative algorithm 
which converges to the positive definite Solution for a wide range of initial 
conditions. 
2. SOLUTIONS AND SPECTRAL FACTORIZATION 
In this section, we parametrize the Hermitian solutions X = X* of 
(1.1) in terms of the spectral factors of the second-Order matrix Laurent 
polynomial 
N(z) = Q + Nz - N*d-‘. (2.1) 
As starting Point, note that if X obeys (l.l), then N(z) tan be factored as 
N(z) = (I+ NX-iz)X(I - X-lN*z-l). (2.2) 
Conversely, given a factorization of the form (2.2) for N(z), then X solves 
(1. l), as tan be seen by equating constant coefficients on both sides of (2.2). 
The matrix polynomial N(z) admits the symmetry 
N(z) = N*(-z-i). (2.3) 
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We shall say that a complex number zc is a zero of N(z) if the matrix N(ze) 
is Singular. The property (2.3) implies that if zo is a Zero, so is -l/z~. 
Another important property of N(z) is as follows. 
LEMMA 2.1. The matrix polynomial N(z) has no Zeros on the unit 
circle. 
Proof. Suppose N(eZeo)x = 0 for some vector x and some 00 E [-7r, 7-r]. 
This implies x* N( eieO)x = 0 and, expanding N(ezO”), 
x*[Q + (N - N”) cos 00 + i( N + N*) sin &,]x = 0. (2.4) 
But N - N* is a skew-symmetric matrix and N + N* a Hermitian matrix. 
Consequently, x*(N - N*)z is a purely imaginary number and x*(N + 
N*)x = 0 a real number, so that by taking the real part of (2.4) we get 
Z*QZ = 0. From the positive definiteness of Q it follows that z = 0. Herne 
N(eze) is nonsingular for every 0 E [-.rr,r]. ??
This last Observation implies that half of the Zeros of N(z) are located 
strictly inside the unit circle, while the other half are located strictly out- 
side. 
Our goal at this Point is, among all factorizations of the form (2.2) 
for N(z), to parametrize those for which X = X’. This will yield a 
parametrization of the Hermitian solutions of (1.1). In this respect, our 
analysis is similar to the one employed in [8]. Instead of factoring directly 
N(z), we consider the homogeneous matrix polynomial 
N(s, t) = Qst + Ns2 - N*t2 (2.5) 
which is obtained by setting N(s, t) = tsN(s/t). The advantage of working 
with N(s, t) instead of N(z) is that this enables us to characterize simulta- 
neously the finite and infinite Zeros of N(z). This Change of parametrization 
does not affect the factorizations we consider, since any factorization of tht 
form (2.2) for N( ) z results in a similar factorization 
N(s,t) = (tl + sNX-‘)X(sl - tX-IN*) (2.6) 
for N(s, t). 
We say that za is a generalized eigenvalue of the polynomial matrix 
N(s,t) if for (to, SO) # (O,O) such that zc = to/so, N(so, to) is Singular. 
Clearly, depending on whether SO # 0 or sc = 0, a generalized eigenvalue 
of N(s, t) corresponds either to a finite or an infinite zero of N(z). Further- 
more, the identity N(s, t) = -N*(-t, s) implies the generalized eigenvalues 
of N(s, t) occur in pairs (~0, -l/zc). 
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Consider now the second-Order recursion Nz( Ic + 1) + Qz( Ic) - N*s( Ic - 1) 
ZZ u(S) realizing the transfer function N-‘(z), where u(k) denotes an ar- 
bitrary input vector. Denoting r(k) = N*z(k - l), this realization tan be 
written in first-Order form by using the descriptor model 
with 
(2.7a) 
(2.7b) 
Since 
s(sN + tQ) 
t 
= (-l)“detN(s,t), (2.8) 
the pencil SE - tA admits the same generalized eigenvalues as iV(s,t). 
F’urthermore, if [u*zI*]* # 0 denotes a generalized right eigenvector of the 
pencil SE - tA corresponding to the generalized eigenvalue (so, to), i.e. 
af] =toA[;], (2.9) 
then u is a nonzero vector in the right null space of N(so, to). To see this, 
note that the first block row of (2.9) gives sgz’ = toN*u, which upon substi- 
tution in the second block row yields N(so, to)u = 0. We also have ZL # 0, 
because ZL = 0 together with (so,to) # (0,O) would imply [u*w*]* = 0, 
which contradicts our assumption. 
Conversely, it is immediate to verify that given a nonzero vector ZL and 
(so, to) such that iV(so, t0)u = 0, then for 21 = N*u, [u*u*]* is a gener- 
alized right eigenvector of the pencil SE - tA corresponding to the gen- 
eralized eigenvalue so/to. We now examine the n-dimensional generalized 
eigenspaces of the pencil SE - tA. Esch such space S is spanned by the 
columns of 
(2.10) 
where S has full column rank and satisfies 
$]K=$] 
(2.11) 
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with K E Cnx”. The matrices S and K tan be obtained by performing a 
generalized Schur decomposition [3, 6, 101 of the pencil SE - tA. In this 
decomposition, a numerically robust algorithm is employed to find two 
unitary matrices Q and Z such that F = Q*EZ and G = Q*AZ are upper 
triangular. Then, if we partition F and G into n x n blocks as 
and let 5’ be the matrix formed by the first n columns of 2, and K = 
Fl>‘G1l, we obtain (2.11). Since F 11 and G11 are upper triangular, the 
matrix K is upper triangular, and its diagonal entries are the general- 
ized eigenvalues of the pencil SE - tA corresponding to the generalized 
eigenspace Im S. 
An important feature of t,he generalized Schur algorithm is that the 
generalized eigenvalues of the pencil SE - tA tan be placed in any desired 
Order along the diagonal of F-‘G. By using the freedom to pick any 71 
among the 2n generalized eigenvalues of SE - tA as diagonal entries of 
K, we tan generate different n-dimensional generalized eigenspaces. In this 
context, the factorizations of N(z) such that X = X* is Hermitian tan be 
described in terms of the so-called generalized Lagrangian eigenspaces of 
SE - tA, which, in addition to the relation (2.11), must satisfy JS = S’ 
with 
J= 
0 In 
[ 1 -In 0 (2.13) 
As tan be seen from the following lemma, a simple procedure for gener- 
ating Lagrangian eigenspaces consists in breaking all the generalized eigen- 
value pairs (to/so, -so/to) when selecting the diagonal entries of K, i.e.. 
only one element of each pair should be an eigenvalue of K. 
LEMMA 2.2. If in the identity (2.11) the spectrum of K does not includc 
any pair of the fom (~0, -l/zo), then 
U’V = v*lJ, (2.14) 
i.e., 
u 
S = Im 11 V 
is a Lagrangian eigenspace of SE - tA. 
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Proof. J?rom Equation (2.11) we get 
VK=N*U, (2.15a) 
NUK=V-QU. (2.15b) 
Multiplying (2.15b) on the left by U” yields U*NUK = U*V - U*QU, and 
substituting (2.15a) inside this expression, we find 
K*V*UK = U*V - U*QU. 
Subtracting Equation (2.16) from its transpose gives 
(2.16) 
K*AK = -A, (2.17) 
where we have set A fi U’V - V*U. Then, using Standard results [7, 
Chapter 41 on the existente and uniqueness of solutions to the linear matrix 
equation X - AXB = C, we find that if the spectrum of K does not 
contain any pair of the form (20, -l/z~), then A = 0 is the unique Solution 
of (2.16). ??
In particular, the stable generalized eigenspace, for which K has all its 
eigenvalues inside the unit circle, satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.2, and 
is thus Lagrangian. Similarly, the antistable generalized eigenspace, which 
corresponds to the case where all the eigenvalues of K are outside the unit 
circle, is also Lagrangian. 
The Lagrangian eigenspaces have the following property. 
LEMMA 2.3. If 
U 
S = Im 
[ 1 V 
is a Lagrangian eigenspace of SE - tA, the mattix U is nonsingular. 
Proof. Combining (2.14) and (2.15a)-(2.15b), one finds 
U*N(s, t)U = (ti + sK*)V*U(sI - tK). (2.18) 
This expression tan be rewritten as 
(SI- tK)-*U*N(s, t)U(sI - tK)-’ = (SI- tK)-*(tl+sK*)V*U. (2.19) 
Let w be a vector of the right null space of U. Pre- and postmultiplying 
(2.19) by w and z1*, respectively, and setting s = t = 1 gives 
w*(l- K)-*U*(Q + N - N*)U(I - K)-‘v = 0. (2.20) 
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Note that the matrix I - K is nonsingular, because K cannot have eigen- 
values on the unit circle. Also, since N - N* is a skew symmetric matrix, 
u*(I-K)-*U*(N-N*)U(I-K)- ‘v = 0 is a purely imaginary number. Tbc 
real part of (2.20) is therefore given by ~‘(1 - K)-*U*QU(I - K)-‘v = 0. 
Denoting u fi (1 - K)-‘v and recalling that Q is invertible, this implies 
We also have 
uu = 0. (2.21) 
0=-Uv=U(K-I)u=UKu-Uu=UKu. (2.22) 
Thus if we multiply (2.15b) on the right by ZL, we get Vu = 0. This equation. 
together with (2.21), yields u = 0, since the matrix S in (2.10) has full rank. 
Obviously w = (1 - K)u = 0, so that U is nonsingular. W 
We are now in a Position to give the following parametrization for the 
spectral factors of N(s, t) with X Hermitian. 
THEOREM 2.1. 1j 
U 
S = Im 
[ 1 V 
is a Lagrangian eigenspace of the pencil sE-tA. and K is defined by (2.11), 
then N(s, t) admits the factorization 
N(s, t) = (t1+ sM*)X(sl - thf), (2.23) 
where M e UKU-1 and X k VU-’ is a Hermitian matrix. Conversely, 
giuen a factorization (2.23) for N(s, t) with X Hermitian, then 
S = Im 
Ll 
i 1 X 
forms a Lagrangian eigenspace of SE - tA. 
Proof. Multiplying Equation (2.18) on the right by U-l and on the 
left by U-*, and using the identity (2.14), we immediately obtain (2.13). 
The Hermitian symmetry of the matrix X is a direct consequence of that 
of WV. 
Conversely, equating the coefficients of t2 and st in (2.23) gives 
Xhl=N*, (2.24a) 
NIM=X-Q, (2.24b) 
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which have exactly the same form as (2.15a)-(2.15b) with U = In, V = X, 
and K = M. Thus 
I 
s= 
[ 1 X 
spans a generalized eigenspace, which is Lagrangian since X is Hermitian. 
??
Combining the above theorem with comments at the beginning of this 
section, we conclude that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
the Hermitian solutions of (1.1) and the Lagrangian generalized eigenspaces 
of the pencil SE - tA. 
REMARK. When S corresponds to the stable generalized eigenspace of 
SE - tA, the matrix K in (2.11) is stable, so that M+ fi UKU-’ is stable. 
In this case, the factorization (2.23) with X+ = VU-l Splits the stable and 
unstable eigenvalues of N(s, t). The identity (2.24a) Shows also that the 
equation (1.1) satisfied by X+ tan be rewritten as the algebraic Lyapunov 
equation 
X+ = Q + M$X+M+ (2.25) 
with M+ stable, which implies X+ is positive definite. 
Consider now the antistable generalized eigenspace. Let M- and X- 
be the corresponding matrices in the factorization (2.23). M_ has all its 
eigenvalues outside the unit circle and X- satisfies the Lyapunov equation 
X_ = Q + Mf X_ M_ . If N is nonsingular, we tan rewrite this equation as 
X- = -P + B;X_B+, (2.26) 
where B+ fi MI1 is stable, and P e B;QB+ is positive definite. This 
implies 
x_ = - ~(B;)~PB:, 
i=O 
(2.27) 
so that the matrix X- corresponding to the antistable generalized eigenspace 
is a negative definite Solution of (1.1). The nonsingularity of N is necessary 
for this result to hold, since when N is Singular, we tan find a nonzero 
vector w in its right null space, so that by pre- and postmultiplying (1.1) 
by v* and v, we find v*Xv = U*QIJ > 0, which implies (1.1) cannot have 
any negative definite Solution X. 
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Finally, note that if N is nonsingular, so is E. Then, instead of work- 
ing with the pencil SE - tA, we tan multiply it on the left by E-’ and 
characterize the Hermitian solutions of (1.1) in terms of the Lagrangian 
eigenspaces of the matrix 
E-lA = 
-N-IQ N-1 
N* 1 0 
(2.28) 
3. REDUCTION TO REGULAR FORM 
By employing the same approach as in [5], we now show that the equation 
(1.1) tan be reduced to a form where Q = I and N is nonsingular. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If X is a Hermitian solution of (1 .l), it tan De ez- 
pressed us 
I 0 
x=w 
[ 1 0 x W*, (3.1) 
where X satisfies 
2 = I + fix-‘+. (3.2) 
and where N and W are completely determined by N and Q, W is nonsin- 
gular, and fi is either nonsingular or Zero. 
Proof. Let Q112 de no t e an arbitrary matrix Square root of Q. By pre- 
and postmultiplying (1.1) by Qe112 and Q-*12, respectively, and denoting 
N $? Q-l/2NQ-“/2, we find that X satisfies (1 .l) if and only if X e 
Q-i/2XQ-*/2 obeys 
j7 = I, + GZ-llv*. (3.3) 
If N is nonsingular, so is fi, and the proof is complete. If N is Singular, we 
tan find a transformation T such that 
Multiplying (3.2) on the left by T* and on the right by T gives 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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with Y = T*zT. Next, after multiplication of (3.5) on the right by [i], we 
find that any Hermitian solution of (3.5) has the form 
I 0 
Y= 
[ 1 0 Y2 ’ (3.6) 
where Yz solves 
h = Qz + NzY2-lN;, (3.7) 
with Q2 e I + NI NT. Applying again the argument leading to Equation 
(3.3), we see that if z e Q21’2N2Q2*‘2, then X = Q2i”X2Q2*” solves 
jr = I + fiX-iN*. (3.8) 
Combining the previous Steps, we see that X solves (1.1) if and only if X 
has the form (3.1) with 
W = Ql/zT-* KW 
where X satisfies (3.8). 
Note that Equation (3.8) is formally identical to (l.l), but of lower 
dimension. Thus, if % is Singular, we tan repeat the above reduction pro- 
cedure until after a finite number of iterations the matrix @ is either non- 
Singular or Zero. a 
An important feature of the reduction procedure we have just described 
is that it is Order preserving. Specifically, if Xi and Xz are two solutions 
of (1 .l), we have Xi > Xz if and only if the Same relation holds for the 
corresponding solutions Xi and 22 of the reduced equation (3.8). Also, a 
Solution X of (1.1) is positive definite if and only if the corresponding X is 
positive definite. 
4. CONNECTION WITH THE ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION 
In this section, we relate the matrix equation (1.1) to an algebraic Riccati 
equation (ARE) of the type arising in Kalman filtering theory. N is assumed 
invertible, which according to Section 3 amounts to considering the reduced 
form of Equation (1.1). 
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We Start with the Observation that if X solves (l.l), it satisfies the 
fixed-Point equation X = f(X) with 
f(X) 5 Q + NX-lN*. (4.1) 
Following the same approach as in (11, we consider the iterated equation 
X = f(f(X)) = Q + N(Q + NX-IN*)-‘N* 
= Q + F(R-’ + X-1)-1F* (4.2) 
with 
F = NN-*, R = N*Q-lN. (4.3) 
Clearly, any Solution X of (1.1) obeys also the iterated equation (4.2). 
Next, applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury matrix identity [6, p. 511 
to expand (R-’ + X-l)-l, we tan rewrite (4.2) as 
X = Q + FXF* - FX(X + R)-‘XF*, (4.4) 
which is in the form of an ARE of Kalman filtering theory. Clearly all the 
solutions of (1.1) are included in those of (4 4). Because the pair (F, 1) 
is observable and the pair (F, Q’/‘) is controllable, (4.4) admits a unique 
positive definite Solution X+. Furthermore, X+ is the largest Solution of 
(4.4) for the partial Order of Hermitian matrices, where Xr > Xz if and 
only if Xr - Xz 2 0. But since (1.1) admits a positive definite Solution X+ 
corresponding to the stable eigenspace of SE - tA, we obtain the following 
result 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The set of solutions of (1.1) admits a largest ele- 
,ment, which is the unique positive definite solution X+. 
Proof. The only item that remains to be proved is that the result holds 
when N is Singular. This is due to the fact that the solutions of (1.1) are 
obtained from those of the reduced equation of Section 3 through an Order 
preserving transformation, which maps the largest Solution of (3.8) into the 
largest solution of (1.1). ??
Our proof of the existente of a smallest Solution relies on the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that N is nonsingular. Then X is a solution of 
Equation (1.1) if and only if Y = Q - X solves 
Y = Q + N*Y-lN. (4.5) 
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Proof. If X is a Solution of Equation (1.1) , we have N-l (Q - X)N-* = 
-X-l, or equivalently N*(Q-X)-lN = -X. This implies that Y = Q-X 
solves (4.5). The converse tan be established similarly. ??
Together, Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.1 yield the following corollary. 
COROLLARY~.~. The set of solutions of (1 .l) admits a smallest element 
X-, which for N nonsingular is its unique negative definite solution. 
Proof Because the solutions of (1.1) are related to those of (3.8) through 
an Order preserving transformation, we tan assume N is nonsingular. Next, 
since Equation (4.5) has the same structure as (l.l), it admits a largest so- 
lution Y+. This implies (1.1) has a smallest Solution X- = Q - Y+ = 
-N*YJ1 N, which is negative definite. The uniqueness of the negative def- 
inite Solution X- follows from the uniqueness of the positive definite solu- 
tion Y+ of (4.5). ??
5. ITERATIVE ALGORITHM 
In this section we describe an iterative algorithm for computing the 
positive definite Solution of (l.l), which is of the same type as the iterative 
method proposed in [l] for solving the Riccati equation of Kalman filtering. 
We assume again that N is nonsingular. Consider the iteration 
Xi+1 = f(X) (5.1) 
with initial condition Xc = Q, where f(.) is given by (4.1). We prove that 
the sequence {Xi} converges to the unique positive definite Solution of 
(1.1). The proof relies on the following properties of the iteration (5.1). 
LEMMA 5.1. The sequence {Xi, i > 0) generated by (5.1) has the fol- 
lowing properties: 
(a) Xi > 0 for all i 2 0; 
(b) Xi 1 Xc for all i > 0; 
(c) if Xi 2 Xj then Xi+1 < X~+I; 
(d) if Xi 2 X, then Xi+2 2 Xj+z. 
Proof. Properties (a) and (b) are obvious. Properties (c) and (d) are a 
consequence of the fact that the mapping f(.) reverses the partial ordering 
between Hermitian matrices, i.e., if Xi 2 Xs then f(X,) 2 f(Xi). B 
Property (b) implies 
x2 2 xo, (5.2) 
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so that we tan use property (d) inductively to argue that 
{X2i, i 2 0) (5.3) 
is an increasing sequence. From (5.2) and property (c), we deduce Xi 2 X:j t 
which together with property (d) implies 
{X22+1, i > o> (5.4) 
is a decreasing sequence. 
Property (b) also implies Xr > Xa, which, in view of property (d) , gives 
Xzi+i 2 XzI for all i 2 0. We tan then prove that the sequence (5.3) 
is bounded from above by Xi. In fact, we have Xi > Xzi+i 2 Xz2 for 
all i > 0. Hence the sequence (5.3) has a finite positive definite limit X,. 
Moreover, property (b) implies that the sequence (5.4) is bounded from 
below by Xc. Thus, the sequence (5.4) has a finite positive definite limit 
X,. 
Clearly, both X, and X, solve the fixed-Point equation X = f(f(X)). 
However, since this ARE admits a unique positive definite solution, we have 
X, = X, = X+. We have thus proved the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The sequence {X,, i > 0} produced by the itera- 
tion (5.1) converges to the unique positive definite solution X+ of Equation 
(1.1). 
The convergence of the sequence generated by (5.1) towards X+ is ro- 
bust, as indicated by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. For any e > 0 there exists a neighborhood N of X+ such 
that for any initial condition Xo E N, the sequence generated by (5.1) re- 
mains in a ball of radius c centered in X+ and converges to X+. 
Proof. Linearizing the iteration (5.1) in a neighborhood of X+ gives 
Ai+i = -NX+‘A,X;‘N* (5.5) 
with Ai = Xi - X+. In view of the Lyapunov equation (2.25), the positive 
definiteness of X, implies M+ = NXT1 is a stability matrix, so that the 
linearized equation is stable. ??
REMARK. The result of Lemma 5.2 holds only for the positive definite 
Solution X+. For any other Solution X,, the matrix NX;’ has some eigen- 
values outside the unit circle, so that starting from a generic Point in a 
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neighborhood of X,, the sequence generated by (5.1) will not converge to 
X,. 
We now prove that the sequence produced by (5.1) converges to X+ for 
a wide range of initial conditions. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The sequence generated by (5.1) converges to X+ 
for any positive definite initial condition Xo. 
Proof. We first examine the even subsequence {Xzi, i > 0}, which 
satisfies 
= Q + FXziF* - FXzi(Xzi + R)-lXiF*, (5.6) 
where F and R are given by (4.3), and where we have used the invertibility 
of N. But it is known that this discrete-time Riccati equation converges 
to the unique positive definite solution X+ of the ARE (4.4). Then, since 
the odd subsequence {Xsi+r , i 2 0) satisfies Xsi+r = f(Xzi), and X+ is a 
fixed Point of (1. l), it also converges to X+. ??
In fact, the set of initial conditions for which the recursion (5.1) con- 
verges to X+ extends beyond the positive definite matrices, as tan be seen 
from the following Observation. 
COROLLARY 5.1. The sequence produced given by (5.1) converges to X+ 
for any initial condition such that Xo 5 -N*Q-‘lN. 
Proof If Xa 5 -N*Q-lN, we have Xi = Q + NXölN’ 2 0, and the 
result follows from Proposition 5.2. ??
REMARKS. 
(4 
(b) 
Computer simulations seem to indicate that the iteration (5.1) con- 
verges to X+ for any (even nonsymmetric) initial condition Xe, pro- 
vided that Xc is not a Solution of (1.1). Clearly, if the initial condition 
Xc # X+ is a Solution of (l.l), the algorithm (5.1) cannot converge 
to X+, since Xc is a fixed Point for Equation (5.1). 
To compute the smallest Solution X_ of (l.l), we tan use the al- 
gorithm (5.1) to compute the positive definite Solution Y+ of (4.5), 
which then gives X_ = Q - Y+. 
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